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1. Instructions for the use of this Technical Documentation

In order to improve the understanding of this technical documentation and, thus, to improve the use, please read the following pages.

**Please always observe the following rule:**
Before use, installation or commissioning, it is imperative to observe this technical documentation. Furthermore, adhere to the general and local accident prevention regulations (UVV).

1.1 Who must be Acquainted with the Technical Documentation

All persons working in the operation area of the vibrating machine with the vibration motor must read this technical documentation through and completely understand it, especially the safety regulations.

All tasks on the vibration motor must only be carried out by qualified specialists.

The electricians must be acquainted with the instructions for the electric connections.

The service personnel must be acquainted with the maintenance and repair instructions.

In general:
Every person who works on the vibration motor must be acquainted with the contents of this technical documentation. These personnel must be qualified and instructed. The operating company of this machine is obliged to instruct their staff accordingly.

This technical documentation is a part the scope of delivery of the vibration motor and must always be available to the qualified persons.

The qualified persons must be trained in accordance with the safety regulations and must be familiar with the safety instructions.

1.2 What should be Specially Observed

Please note that this technical documentation ...

- in general must not be separated or amended. Only FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik GmbH is permitted to amend the technical documentation.

- must be kept complete and near the vibrating machine. Missing pages, or complete technical documentation, can be ordered at any time from FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik.

- must be accessible to the operating personnel of the vibration motor / vibrating machine at all times.

- must be read and fully understood by the service personnel before they start maintenance and repair tasks on the vibration motor.

- conforms to the latest technology at the time of delivery of the vibration motor. Subsequent modifications must be adequately documented and added to the technical documentation. This is also applicable to all other technical documentation delivered
together with this vibration motor.

- is not part of any previous or existing covenant, agreement or legal relationship, or should amend this. All obligations of FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik towards the customer result from the purchase order, in which the full and sole valid warranty regulations are included. These contractual warranty provisions are neither extended nor limited by the technical documentation.

1.3 Explanation of the Pictograms used

The following pictograms are used to simplify using this technical documentation and to quickly find information.

**Information**
General information and recommendations from FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik. The adjacent paragraph promotes understanding, or simplifies your work. It is not necessary to read this paragraph. Non-observance will not result in an immediate risk or impairment.

**Testing and checking**
Information for the necessity of regular checks relating to the connection cable and bolted connections. Non-observance of this symbol can cause a hazard or damage can occur.

**Prevent material damage**
Reference to the increased risk of damage to the vibration motor, e.g. by using the incorrect tools, incorrect grease, penetration of debris into the drive units, incorrect assembly sequence, inappropriate transportation. The adjacent paragraph must be read and understood. Non-observance of this symbol can cause a hazard or damage can occur.

**Special tools**
Reference to the necessity of using a special tool.

**Please read**
Reference to standards and documents which should be read and understood.

**General warning**
This pictogram depicts a general warning. This indicates hazards, possible malfunctions, non-intended use or other things that concern occupational safety. It is imperative to read and understand the adjacent paragraph. Non-observance of this symbol can cause a hazard or damage can occur.

**Warning of risk of injury**
This pictogram warns of a possible risk of injury. This indicates hazards, non-intended use or other things that concern occupational safety. Special attention should be paid to this topic and the appropriate precautionary measures taken. It is imperative to read and understand the adjacent paragraph. Non-observance of this symbol can cause a hazard or damage can occur.

**Warning of voltage**
This pictogram warns of electrical voltage and the resulting dangers. Take suitable
precautionary measures against these. It is imperative to read and understand the adjacent paragraph. Non-observance of this symbol can cause a hazard or damage can occur.

Warning during transportation
This pictogram warns of the increased hazards that could occur during transportation of the vibration motor. It is imperative to read and understand the adjacent paragraph. Non-observance of this symbol can cause a hazard or damage can occur.

Important recommendation
This pictogram indicates an important recommendation or explanation. The adjacent paragraph should be read and understood. Non-observance will not result in an immediate risk, but it can impair the function of the machine.

2. General

2.1 Fields of Application for Flange Vibration Motors

Vibration motors are provided and are suitable for driving vibrating systems, such as e.g.: trough vibrators, centrifugal polishing machines, tumbler screening machines.

Any other use, or a use above and beyond, is deemed to be non-intended. FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik will accept no claim for damages resulting from this.

Intended use also includes observance of the Operating Manual, especially the inspection and maintenance instructions.

For the technical information of our motors, such as type, speed, operating torque, as well as centrifugal force and the electrical values, refer to the vibration motors leaflet or motor datasheet.
2.1.1 Motor arrangement and direction of rotation

1 motor = circular vibration  
2 motors contrarotating = linear vibration

2 motors synchronous = torsional vibration

2.2. Intended Use

The vibration motor is not an autonomous functioning machine, it is designed to operate only with another machine. Commissioning is prohibited until it is determined that the functional machine conforms to the provisions of the machine directive. 

The vibration motors are designed exclusively to drive a vibrating device. 

**The vibrating device must be designed for the demands generated by the vibration motor.**

**Vibration motors must not be operated without flyweights.**

The intended use also includes observation of the Operating Manual.

3. Safety Instructions

The vibration motor must only be started when it has been assembled to the relevant machine, with all safety devices.

**Attention:** When operating, or working on the vibration motor, the flyweights of the vibration motor may rotate unexpectedly. Risk of impact or crushing.
• Comprehensive personal protection can only be ensured when the vibration motors are fully enclosed.

• The vibration motor must not be operated without protective covers over the flyweights.

• The electrical connection of the vibration motor must be appropriately fused.

• There is a risk to life by electric shock if there is damaged insulation of the connection cable and missing cover on the terminal box! Immediately rectify such defects.

• Only carry out maintenance and adjustment tasks on the vibration motor when it is not in operation. Before commencing these tasks, make sure that the vibration motor cannot be switched on inadvertently, or by unauthorized persons.

4. Transportation

In order to prevent risks to persons and damage to the vibration motor, transportation of the vibration motor must be carried out with the appropriate care! In addition to the following instructions, also observe the general and valid local safety and accident prevention regulations (UVV).

In particular, observe the following:

• For deliveries overseas, or under special delivery conditions, e.g. transportation on poor or unmade roads, or transport by ship or rail, in order to prevent damage to the bearing, secure or remove the flyweights for transportation. In this case, the flyweights will be set to "nil" by FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik. If the flyweights are secured, reference to the security is by an appropriate sticker on the motor.

• Make sure that the correct transportation and lifting devices are used.

• When transporting the vibration motors on pallets, secure them against tilting.

• Use the integrally cast eyebolts to lift the vibration motor. Only attach ropes, shackles, etc. to these eyebolts.

• The lifting devices must be approved, undamaged and suitable for the transportation.

• No additional weight must be attached to the motor, because the lifting lugs are only designed for the tare weight of the motor.

• There are no eyebolts on the smallest vibration motors. Place a rope around the housing to transport these.

• For safety reasons, the lifting devices used to lift the vibration motor must have a permitted load-carrying capacity of twice the weight of the vibration motor.

• Only place the vibration motor on its feet.

• Report all transport damage to the manufacturer. Particularly make sure that there is no damage to the contact surfaces and protective cover.
Do not suspend the vibration motor by the hoods or flyweights.

Strong impacts, or dropping the motor, will result in damage to the bearing and reduce the service life of the motor. Do not use motors that are damaged.

5. Storage

The vibration motors should be stored until final installation, in accordance with the following specification.

- In closed dry rooms.
- At a maximum ambient temperature of 40°C.
- Free from vibration, to prevent damage to the bearing.
- The motor and, particularly the terminal box, must be closed.

If the vibration motor is stored in the open, cover it with an awning, open at the bottom, to protect it from moisture. The cover must be placed so that any condensation can run off. To prevent the influence of ground moisture, place the vibration motor on a suitable support or on a shelf.

If packed for transport by sea, the packaging of the vibration motor must not be damaged, or opened, during transportation and storage.

Attention: Only place the vibration motor on its feet!
6. Brief Description of the Motor Design

Fully enclosed, vibration-resistant housing, with generously dimensioned flange and integrally cast ribs to transfer the centrifugal forces. For effortless and easy installation, threads are provided in the flange into which eyebolts can be inserted. The stator, with winding, is shrunk into the housing. The robust roller bearings are pressed into the solid bearing plates arranged at both sides. They have continuous lubrication and operate fully maintenance-free. The sturdy dimensioned shaft, with the rotor shrunk on, runs in the roller bearings. The shaft gland is sealed by grease grooves and V-rings. To generate the centrifugal force, flyweights are arranged on both sides at the ends of the shaft. Ingress of dust and moisture is impossible. The ∞ terminal box is located on the housing and is firmly sealed by a terminal-box cover.
7. Installation

The vibration motors are supplied ready for installation. During installation observe the
following procedure.

- Check delivery for completeness, in accordance with Chapter 7.1 - Unpacking and
  Checking the Scope of Delivery.

- Transport the vibration motor to the installation site, in accordance with Chapter 4 -
  Transportation.

- Make sure of the dimensional accuracy and suitability of the installation site, in
  accordance with Chapter 7.2 - Installation Guidelines.

- Attachment to the vibrating machine, in accordance with Chapter 7.3 - Installation On
  Site.

- Adjusting the centrifugal force and operating torque, in accordance with Chapter 8.

- Electrical connection, in accordance with Chapter 9. For operation with two vibration
  motors on one machine, observe the additional instructions for the electrical
  installation.

**Important:** Before assembly of the contact surfaces of the vibration motor and the
attachment surfaces of the vibrating machine, thoroughly remove all paint, corrosion,
grease and oil.

Fundamentally, when installing the vibration motor, observe the local and national
accident prevention regulations (UVV).

Attention: When setting the operating torque, the flyweights can suddenly rotate. Risk of
impact or crushing.

7.1 Unpacking and Checking the Scope of Delivery

Unpack the vibration motor and check the scope of delivery according to the shipping
document.

Dispose of the packaging materials in accordance with the valid local regulations for
waste disposal.
7.2 Installation Guidelines

Requirements of the installation site.

The connection part, to which the vibration motor is attached, must be:

- level
- vibration-resistant
- free from paint, corrosion, grease and oil
- and machined flat
7.3 Installation On Site

Install the vibration motor as follows:

It is imperative to observe the installation guidelines, in accordance with Chapter 7.2.

- To install the vibration motors, a level vibration-resistant drive seat is required. In order to obtain a correct contact surface, this base must be machined.

- As standard, the vibration motors are attached using hexagon-headed bolts, DIN 931-8.8 or DIN 933-8.8 and self-locking hexagon nuts, in accordance with DIN 982-8 or DIN 985-8. No lockwashers, Schnorr washers or similar must be used. If washers are used, then only use high-strength washers, e.g. HV washers, in accordance with DIN 6916.

- All the attachment parts can only be used once.

- In order to attain a permanent pretension, the attachment screws require a certain minimum grip length. The minimum grip length should be 3 times the nominal diameter. The grip length is the distance between the underside of the bolt head and the nut.

- The required bolt protrusion is calculated according to DIN 13.
  
  \[ \text{Bolt protrusion} \, v = \text{Height of nut} + 3 \times \text{thread pitch} \, P \]

As applicable, before installation, remove the transportation safety devices or, if the flyweights were removed, install the flyweights and protective covers.

Install in the following sequence:

- Use the integrally cast eyebolts to align the vibration motor.

- Use the specified number and size of bolts to attach the vibration motor, in accordance with the leaflet or motor datasheet.

- Put the vibration motor in position and loosely tighten the bolts.

- **Use a torque wrench and tighten the bolts to the following torque, refer to Chapter 15, Table 15.1.**

- After 15 to 20 minutes after starting, switch off the motor and, using a torque wrench, re-tighten all of the motor attachment bolts. Repeat this procedure after 2 to 3 hours and after one day.

- We recommend checking the attachment bolts every 8 weeks.

**Attention:** If inappropriate bolts and nuts are used, the vibration motor can become loose and cause serious damage.

**Attention:** Please note that most of the malfunctions and failures are caused by incorrect or loose connections!
8. Adjusting the Centrifugal Force (riveted scale)

As standard, the vibration motors are delivered ex works with the centrifugal force set at 100 %.
At the customer's request, delivery ex works can be made with another centrifugal force setting.

To adjust the centrifugal force for changing the performance, proceed as follows:

1) Release the terminal screws (32) of the inner flyweights (3) and turn the disks in the same direction as 100 % (refer to warning) to the required position.
Each of the outer flyweights (5) is retained in position by a key. There is a mark on the outer flyweights. On the inner flyweights, graduation marks are engraved on a scale, with the corresponding percentages. Each graduation mark corresponds to a certain percentage of the maximum centrifugal force and operating torque.

2) Tighten the terminal screws (32) of the inner flyweights.

When tightening the flyweights, apply the torques in accordance with Chapter 15, Table 15.2.
Adjusting the Centrifugal Force (lasered scale)

As standard, the vibration motors are delivered ex works with the centrifugal force set at 100%.
At the customer's request, delivery ex works can be made with another centrifugal force setting.

To adjust the centrifugal force for changing the performance, proceed as follows:

1) Release the terminal screws (32) of the inner flyweights (3) and turn the disks in the same direction as 100% (refer to warning) to the required centrifugal force setting.
   Each of the outer flyweights (5) is retained in position by a key. Keep turning the inner flyweights with the desired setting (on the sketch 95%) until they are lined up with the scale line on the edge of the external flyweight. Each scale line corresponds to a certain percentage of the maximum centrifugal force and operating torque.

2) Tighten the terminal screws (32) of the inner flyweights.

   When tightening the flyweights, apply the torques in accordance with Chapter 15, Table 15.2.
9. Electrical Connection

- The motor must only be connected by an authorized electrician.
- Observe the relevant Electricity Board regulations for connecting and operating the motor.
- Ensure IP xx protection by thoroughly sealing the cable connections, blanking plugs and terminal box cover.

9.1 Connection

In the terminal box, connect the terminal board as a star or delta connection as follows. Example for 230/400 Volts:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Delta connection</th>
<th>Star connection</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dreieck – Schaltung</td>
<td>Stern – Schaltung</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>230V</td>
<td>400V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before connecting, observe the following points:

- The vibration motor is installed ready-to-connect, star connection. With the appropriate mains voltage, the vibration motor can also be operated as a delta connection.
- Connect each vibration motor individually through a motor circuit breaker.
- During the motor run-up time (approx. 3-5 s), a starting current flows that is approx. 9-fold the rated current. For the precise values, refer to the leaflet or datasheet. Select the contactors and switches accordingly.
- If the vibration motor is exposed to high thermal loads, by frequent switching on and off or because of the ambient conditions, a PTC resistor cutout should be installed on the motor to protect it.

Use appropriate measures to make sure that the maximum speed is never exceeded. Otherwise there is a risk to the machine and persons.

Voltage and frequency of the plant mains must agree with the data on the motor rating plate. Connect the conductor to the terminal board. Make sure that the motor is connected correctly, star or delta connection. The three-phase connection of the motor must be earthed.
Close the terminal box dust and moisture tight. The sealing surfaces of the terminal box and the cover must be clean. 
Connect the vibration motor through a circuit breaker and thermal relay. 
Adjust the circuit breaker for continuous operation, in accordance with the rated current data on the motor rating plate.

9.2 Installation of the Connection Cable

Refer to the Operation Manual for the cable connection supplied, in the Appendix, Cable Connection. Select the corresponding Operation Manual for the cable connection used for your motor. The type designation is given on the cable connection.

Appendix - Cable Connection 1: Make WISKA
Appendix - Cable Connection 2: Make Lapp

- After the cable is connected, no debris must remain in the terminal box. Damage to the motor could occur, caused by a possible short-circuit and could result in total destruction.
- Take particular care when laying the cables and, to prevent the cable chafing when vibrating in operation, provide sufficient reserve (cable loop).

- For severe mechanical demands, only use rubber cables in accordance with VDE0282, Part 4 Type H07RN – F or A07RN - F.

Connect the motor through a safety switch and thermal protection. 
It is important to connect the thermal protection (PTC resistor) separately. Connection must be through a certified switch (not through a voltage regulator). During continuous operation, the current must not exceed the value given on the nameplate.

Earthing

The motor connection at the mains must be earthed. 
The earth can be connected inside the terminal box or, through an earthing terminal, on the foot of the motor. 
After connection, the terminal box cover must be carefully closed.

10. Commissioning
The vibration motors are identified by a serial number quoted on the nameplate.

**Nameplate, FRIEDRICH Flange Vibration Motors 50/60Hz**

![FRIEDRICH Flange Vibration Motors 50/60Hz Nameplate](image1)

**Nameplate, VIMARC Flange Vibration Motors Standard**

![VIMARC Flange Vibration Motors Standard Nameplate](image2)

The vibration motors conform to the following technical requirements:

- Protection Class IP 54/65, in accordance with EN 60529
- Insulation Class F (155°C), in accordance with DIN EN 60034-1
- Insulation for tropics, standard
- Ambient temperatures for use, from -20°C to +40°C
- Volume or noise level ≤70dB(A), in accordance with IEC
Before commissioning the motors (especially following an extended period of storage/shutdown) it is recommended that insulating resistance be measured before starting the motors.

Here it must be additionally noted that after an extended period of operation, also the minimum insulating resistance of the winding can drop to the critical minimum insulating level.

The insulating resistance is measured to ground at a voltage of 500V DC. Here the measuring voltage is applied continuously until the read levels do not fluctuate anymore.

**At a local/winding temperature of 25 °C, with windings as good as new, the level should reach > 10MΩhm.**

*The critical insulating level is 1MΩhm (EN60204-1)*

The motor can continue to be operated as long as it does not fall short of the critical insulating resistance.

If the value drops below the critical level, the motor must be shut down; if necessary the winding must be properly dried or the motor repaired.

The test measurements may only be carried out by authorized persons.

After carrying out the measurements, the winding is to be discharged to ground, to rule out a voltage surge.

After being stored away/shut down for 2 years, the motor grease must be replaced before beginning to use the motor.

The only greases which may be used accordance with Chapter 11.3

During continuous operation of the motor, the operating temperature on the surface of the stator housing must not be higher than 80°C.

This is a design requirement, in order to maintain grease lubrication in the bearing and to attain the full service life.

*It is not permitted to use the motor as an independently functioning unit.*

A vibration motor is always a firmly attached part of a machine. This machine is designed as vibration-resistant and detached from the surrounding area using vibration insulation (e.g. springs, rubber buffers).

### 10.1 Operation at 50 Hz

The mains frequency determines the speed of the motor.

The vibration motors, designed for operation at 50 Hz, must not be operated at a frequency 60 Hz or, using a frequency converter, at a frequency of more than 50 Hz.

Operation of the motor at a frequency of more than 50 Hz will result in a substantial reduction in the service life of the bearings. Premature failure of the bearings and motor could occur. Furthermore, damage to, or destruction of, the vibrating machine can occur.

The centrifugal force increases by 44 % for a motor operated at 60 Hz, compared to a motor operated at 50 Hz and unchanged flyweight setting.

*For operation at 60 Hz – Use our motors appropriate for 60 Hz.*
10.2 Operation at 60 Hz

The mains frequency determines the speed of the motor.
Vibration motors designed for operation at 60 Hz must not be operated using a frequency converter of more than 60 Hz.
Operation of the motor at a frequency of more than 60 Hz will result in a substantial reduction in the service life of the bearings. Premature failure of the bearings and motor could occur. Furthermore, damage to, or destruction of, the vibrating machine can occur.

10.3 Operation using a Frequency Converter

An appropriate frequency converter must be used for operation of the vibration motors. During the start-up phase, the full starting current must be available.
Operation of the motors using the mains frequencies of 50Hz or 60 Hz will result in a substantial reduction in the service life of the bearings. This can lead to premature failure of the bearings. Furthermore, damage to, or destruction of, the vibrating machine can occur.
By operating the motors at a frequency that is too low, the motors could stray into the eigen frequency of the machine. Then the motors cannot attain the nominal speed and/or do not synchronize. Fundamentally, we recommend never to operate the motors at less than 60 % of the mains frequency. However, the minimum frequency that a machine can be operated at is always dependent on the eigen frequency of the machine, on which the motors have no influence. To make sure that the frequency converter can operated correctly, calculate the eigen frequency of the machine, because even 60 % can mean a frequency that is too low.
Starting the motor should always be carried out using the full mains frequency, i.e. at 100 % frequency converter setting.

11. Replace the Bearing

When replacing a bearing, we recommend to replace both bearings of a motor, even if only one bearing should be defective. A defective bearing will also always cause damage to the other bearing. The second bearing will fail after a short time.

The bearing housings must also be replaced every 2nd time that the bearings are replaced.
11.1 Remove the Roller Bearing

For the size of the bearing, refer to the rating plate on the vibration motor. You can purchase the special bearing, including the special grease from FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik.
Attention, we do not use commercially available standard bearings.

11.1.2 For sizes 2.1, 4.1, 7.1, 8.0, 9.0

1. Make a mark on, or record the position of, the rotatable inner flyweight (3). Release the flyweight attachment screws (14).
2. Remove the outer flyweights (2). If there is a problem: Insert a chisel or strong screwdriver into the clamping slot to widen it.
3. Remove the key (13).
4. Remove the inner flyweights (3).
5. Remove the V-ring (12).
6. Remove the attachment bolts (10) for the bearing plate (6) and install them into the threaded holes in the bearing plate. Use these to press out the bearing plate (6), together with the cylindrical roller bearing (5). Make sure not to wedge the bearing plate.
7. Remove the bolts (11) and bearing cover (4).
8. Press out the cylindrical roller bearing (5) from the bearing plate (6).
9. Remove the spacer (8) from the shaft (8), together with the inner race of the cylindrical roller bearing (5).
10. All components to be used again must be cleaned and degreased.
11. It is not permitted to reuse bolts and locking washers.
11.2 Install the Roller Bearing

The replacement bearings from FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik are supplied with the appropriate grease.

1. Heat the internal race of the new cylindrical roller bearing (5) and spacer (8) to between approx. 80°C to 100°C (oil bath or hotplate) and push them onto the shaft up to the stop.
2. Allow the internal race and spacer to cool down so that they sit firmly on the shaft.
3. Clean the bore of the bearing plate (6) and apply a thin layer of LOCTITE 270. Press the outer race of the cylindrical roller bearing (5) into the bore of the bearing plate (6). Make sure that the outer race does not wedge.
4. Fill the specified grease into the roller of the cylindrical roller bearing. Use the specified grease and fill two thirds of the space in the bearing plate (6) and bearing cover (4).
5. Use the attachment bolts (11) to attach the bearing cover (4) to the bearing plate.
6. Pull out the shaft approx. 30 mm and then push on the bearing plate (6), with the
installed cylindrical roller bearing (5), onto the internal race of the bearing, so that it is centred.

7. Subsequently, push the bearing plate, together with the shaft, to the chamfer on the housing.

8. Install all of the attachment bolts (10) and uniformly tighten.

9. During installation, in order to prevent the rollers of the cylindrical roller bearing wedging on the inner race, continually rotate the stub shaft in both directions by hand. Otherwise, premature damage to the bearing can occur.

10. Uniformly tighten the bearing plate as far as it will go.

11. If possible, install a new V-ring (12). Apply grease also to the sealing lips of the V-ring.

12. Install the inner flyweights (3), the scale must be in the correct position.

13. Install the key (13).

14. Install the outer flyweights (2) in the correct position and tighten the attachment bolts (14).

15. Set the inner flyweights according to the position marked or recorded previously, install and fully tighten the bolts.

16. Use the torque wrench and torque tighten the attachment bolts, in accordance with Chapter 15, Table 15.2.

If several motors are repaired simultaneously, make sure that the components of the individual motors are not exchanged.
11.3 Grease

It is preferred to use the following greases:

A) FAG Arcanol VIB3
B) Special cold grease is used where special vibration motors are in continuous operation in refrigeration plants at ambient temperatures of down to –50°C.

12. Spare Parts and Repairs

12.1 Spare Parts

Only use original spare parts or spare parts that conform to the appropriate standards.

Spare parts ordering
In order to make sure that the correct spare part is delivered, before ordering, this must be correctly identified using the Operation Manual. Thus, unnecessary delays, incorrect deliveries and enquiries from FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik can be prevented.

Contact:

Telephone: +49 (0)2129 3790-0
Fax: +49 (0)2129 3790-37
E-Mail: info@friedrich-schwingtechnik.de

When ordering, include the following:

- The type and serial number of the vibration motor. For this information, refer to the nameplate.
- The name of the part in the spare parts list
- Important! Please do not forget to indicate the number or quantity of spare parts required.

12.2 Repairs

- Have your motor repaired by the manufacturer, FRIEDRICH-Schwingtechnik.
- Make sure that original spare parts are used if a third party carries out repairs. In this case, no warranty or liability of the motor function for the intended use will be accepted by FRIEDRICH-Schwingtechnik.
13. Warranty

From the date of delivery of all new vibration motors, FRIEDRICH provides a warranty period of 1 year.

The warranty becomes invalid if:
- The motor is used for purposes other than the intended use.
- The motor is operated on a defective machine.
- The motor is incorrectly connected, or connected to the incorrect voltage.
- Damage to the motor occurs because of incorrect, or missing electrical protection.
- The motor was operated on the frequency converter and protection was not observed in accordance with Section 9.1.
- Modifications have been made to the motor that could influence the efficiency of the motor.
- The motor was operated without flyweights.
- Damage occurred during transportation.
- The motor has not been installed in accordance with the instructions in Section 7.
- The motor is operated with the terminal box cover open, unsealed protective covers, an incorrect cable or the cable connection is not sealed.

1. Therefore, if in doubt, have your motor repaired by the manufacturer, FRIEDRICH-Schwingtechnik.
14. Wiring Diagrams

Wiring diagram
for 1 vibration motors
with thermistor
(contact–directional run) with
1 contactor

List of equipment:

- b = "OFF" button
- b2 = "ON" button
- a = start switch for m1 and m2
- c1 = output relay for m1 / m2
- h1 = induction lamp
- m1 = vibration motor 1
- m2 = vibration motor 2

FRIEDRICH GmbH
Vimarc

590000003
Wiring diagram for 1-flux reversible motor and 2-speed break relays.

List of equipment:
- b1 = "OFF" button
- b2 = "ON" button
- c1 = Switching on contactor for m1
- f1 = fusible links
- f2 = fusible links
- f3 = over-current relay for m1
- f4 = strand break relay for m1
- f5 = control device for the thermostat
- h1 = indicating lamp
- m1 = vibration motor 1
### Emskv-L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Anschlussgewinde / Connection thread size</th>
<th>Zuggewinnungsbereich / anchoring range</th>
<th>Anschlussgewinde / connection thread size</th>
<th>Kategorie d. Schraubverwaltung / Screw category</th>
<th>L1 [mm]</th>
<th>L2 [mm]</th>
<th>L3 [mm]</th>
<th>L4 [mm]</th>
<th>SW [mm]</th>
<th>E [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 12</td>
<td>M12x1,5</td>
<td>3 - 7</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>5,0</td>
<td>30 - 37</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15,5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 16</td>
<td>M16x1,5</td>
<td>4,5 - 10</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>7,5</td>
<td>33 - 41</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 20</td>
<td>M20x1,5</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>10,0</td>
<td>35 - 43</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20,5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 25</td>
<td>M25x1,5</td>
<td>9 - 17</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>38 - 47</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>22,5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 32</td>
<td>M32x1,5</td>
<td>13 - 21</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>20,0</td>
<td>43 - 51</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>3,5</td>
<td>24,5</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 40</td>
<td>M40x1,5</td>
<td>16 - 28</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>25,0</td>
<td>51 - 62</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>4,5</td>
<td>31,5</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 50</td>
<td>M50x1,5</td>
<td>21 - 35</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>57 - 68</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESMKV-L 63</td>
<td>M63x1,5</td>
<td>34 - 48</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>30,0</td>
<td>61 - 72</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40,5</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Appendix - Cable Connection 1**

You can choose a correct cable gland according to the cable diameter in the column 3. The mentioned sealing range corresponds to clamping range ensured by the cable gland for cables with diameters from .... mm to .... mm.
Assembly:

Prior to assembly check the product for possible damages. Appropriate tools should be used for the assembly. You can find them in our Industrial catalogue or on the website www.wiska.de.

1. Mount the cable gland. Tighten the socket properly.

2. Remove the outer insulation of the cable. Put the cover nut and the clamping adapter on the cable.

3. Lead the cable with the mounted parts through the prepared cable gland. Tighten the cover nut with a torque corresponding to the size of the cover nut.

The cable gland does not require any maintenance.
To connect the cable, carry out the procedure as follows:

1) Attach the pipe nozzle adapter (7) to the terminal box. Make sure that the rubber O-ring (6) seals correctly.
2) Guide the cable through the removed cable gland (1), together with the anti-kink grommet (4) and thrust pad (5).
3) Firmly connect the cable gland (1) with the adapter (7). Hereby, the anti-kink grommet is compressed and, thus, the cable gland is sealed.
4) To release the tension, use the slotted screws (3) to fully tighten the clamp (2). This cable connection can be used for cable diameters 12.5 – 15 mm
15. Technical Data

1. Torques for bolts, grade 8.8 (base of motor)
   (Bolts must be grease and oil-free !!)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M12</th>
<th>M16</th>
<th>M20</th>
<th>M24</th>
<th>M30</th>
<th>M36</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Nm]</td>
<td>[ft-lb]</td>
<td>[Nm]</td>
<td>[ft-lb]</td>
<td>[Nm]</td>
<td>[ft-lb]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15.1

2. Torques for bolts, grade 8.8 (flyweights, bearing housing, bearing cover)
   (Bolts must be grease and oil-free !!)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bolt</th>
<th>Grade 8.8</th>
<th>Grade 8.8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M 8</td>
<td>20 Nm</td>
<td>15 ft-lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M 10</td>
<td>40 Nm</td>
<td>30 ft-lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M 12</td>
<td>50 Nm</td>
<td>37 ft-lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M 16</td>
<td>140 Nm</td>
<td>103 ft-lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M 20</td>
<td>280 Nm</td>
<td>6,278.88 cm-lb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M 24</td>
<td>560 Nm</td>
<td>12,557.76 cm-lb</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15.2
16. Declaration of incorporation

EC-DECLARATION OF INCORPORATION

within the meaning of EU Machines Directives (2006/42/EC - Article 6 Paragraph (2); Annex II 1.8) for installable machines, amended by Directive 2006/42/EC with special reference to Annex I.

Hereewith declares the manufacturer

Company/Name/Address: FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik GmbH
P.O. Box 10 16 44
D-42760 Haan

of the incomplete machine

Product/Type: FRIEDRICH vibrator motor
Type: F…
Serial-no.:

that this has been developed, built and manufactured in conformity with the following directive:


and meet the following basic requirements of the directive:

Annex I, Articles 1.1.2, 1.1.5, 1.3.2, 1.3.3, 1.3.7, 1.5.1, 1.7.3

The following harmonised standards have been applied:

DIN EN ISO 12100 Safety of Machines
DIN EN 60204-1 Electrical Equipment for Industrial Machines

For this product the special technical documents were prepared in accordance with annex VII Part B. Complete technical documentation exists. Upon justifiable request, these documents from individual national location can be send by post, email or fax.

The safety instructions provided in the operating/instructional instructions must be observed.

Operating-/installation instructions are available.

Authorised representative to assemble and transmission of the technical documents:

Bernd Daus, FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik GmbH, Am Höffgen 24, D-42781 Haan

It is forbidden to start up this machine/this machine part until it has been established that the machine in which the vibrator motor is to be installed complies with the regulations of the directive (2006/42/EG).

City / Date of issue: Hannover, 30.11.2021

Signature and Function of the Signer:

Hannover, 30.11.2021

FRIEDRICH Schwingtechnik GmbH